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PortProbe.exe is a small port scanner that probes common ports and can be extended with
custom logic to scan other port ranges. It has the following features: -Port range search -
Format output -UI interaction -Intuitive options menu Once PortProbe has been installed, it
can be used to send a test traffic to a selected port, or the LAN IP address/subnet to check
the status of the ports. The PortProbe application also allows it to be used to send a test
traffic to a range of ports and will read the response traffic to provide insight to the
communications on those ports. To demonstrate the PortProbe application, a scenario has
been created to scan the local LAN IP address or subnet, and send a test traffic to the
TCP/80 port on an internal web server. A test traffic to the TCP/1000 port on the web
server also has been created to see how the PortProbe application would respond. Scenario
1: The PortProbe application has been installed on a PC on a network, and the
address/subnet of the local LAN is set to 192.168.0.0 and the TCP/80 port has been
selected to be probed. The GUI of the PortProbe application will look as shown in the
figure below: The GUI for PortProbe is very simple with a few options. The Type drop-down
menu can be used to select the type of traffic to send to the selected port. As a default, the
"Test TCP" type will be used. However, the application allows the test traffic to be sent in
any type. The "Address" box can be used to specify the IP address or subnet to be probed.
The "Range" drop-down menu can be used to select the port range to scan. The "Start Port"
and "End Port" can be used to specify the starting and ending port numbers to be probed.
The Start Port and End Port boxes allow the starting port number to be optionally specified
between a minimum port number of 1 and a maximum port number of 65536. The End Port
option allows the ending port number to be optionally specified between a minimum port
number of 1 and a maximum port number of 65536. The default is to use the port that the
application is installed on. The PortProbe application allows the "Probe" button to be used
to send a test traffic to the specified port. The "Probe and
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- Ability to be launched by a double-click on Windows - Ability to launch by a single-click on
the Mac - Ability to probe using the mouse (no user interaction required) - Ability to probe
using the keyboard (no user interaction required) - Ability to get the minimum number of
probes required to make an assumption - Ability to probe using the standard ports (COM1,
COM2, etc) - Ability to probe a single port - Ability to probe all ports of the system - Ability
to probe each CPU - Ability to collect the list of enumerated ports with each probe
SECOND VERSION DESCRIPTION: - Ability to probe using the hard-coded list of ports -
Ability to probe all ports of the system - Ability to probe each CPU - Ability to probe for the
presence of a device THIRD VERSION DESCRIPTION: - Ability to probe for each drive with
a pathname - Ability to probe with a list of ports defined in a text file Click the link below to
download the latest PortProbe 3.1 package The PortProbe application was designed to be a
small tool that probes a series of common ports or a definable range of ports through a
simple GUI. BRONZE Description: - Ability to be launched by a double-click on Windows -
Ability to launch by a single-click on the Mac - Ability to probe using the mouse (no user
interaction required) - Ability to probe using the keyboard (no user interaction required) -
Ability to get the minimum number of probes required to make an assumption - Ability to
probe using the standard ports (COM1, COM2, etc) - Ability to probe a single port - Ability
to probe all ports of the system - Ability to probe each CPU - Ability to probe for the
presence of a device - Ability to collect the list of enumerated ports with each probe
SECOND VERSION DESCRIPTION: - Ability to probe using the hard-coded list of ports -
Ability to probe all ports of the system - Ability to probe each CPU - Ability to probe for the
presence of a device - Ability to collect the list of enumerated ports with each probe THIRD



VERSION DESCRIPTION: - Ability to probe for each drive with a path 2edc1e01e8
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What's New In PortProbe?

The PortProbe application was developed by LogiCad Software for use with the J-Link, and
for software developers or users who may not have access to a microcontroller or MCU
environment, but are still interested in knowing the communication status of their arduous
port connections. Features: - Low RAM and Flash Memory usage - Rapid or prompt
execution - Can be used with very limited resources - Can probe ports in a series or range -
Can be set to probe and/or search on a time delay interval - Can monitor and/or control J-
Link Communication - Can be used for diagnostic purposes The PortProbe application does
not require a J-Link microcontroller or other hardware. It can be used with a Mac
computer, Windows desktop or portable laptop, Windows mobile phone, Linux terminal or
Linux/UNIX console. Setup and operation: After installation of the LogiCad Software and
appropriate drivers, PortProbe can be run and operated from a terminal or from a desktop
application or from a.NET managed program. Architecture and operation: PortProbe is an
MPTool library which provides the necessary functionality for the probe and controlling the
J-Link. PortProbe is a simple and easy to use application and can be configured as
required. The process or flow of operation: When running the application, the application
will ask you to select the initial port to probe and then a time delay interval to run the
probe for. A dialog box will appear listing the initial port and time interval. Once the initial
port has been selected and the time interval selected, a probe run dialogue will appear. By
using the tab buttons to select the initial port to probe, you can run a probe for one port at
a time. Once the port has been selected, the buttons on the dialog will change to reflect the
status of the selected port. By using the scroll bar, you can select the time delay for the
probe. Once the time interval has been selected, the buttons on the dialog will change to
reflect the selected time interval. The Main window will remain active throughout the
probe. At any time you can exit the program by using the OK button on the dialog. The
process of operation is briefly described in the main window. PortProbe dialogs: The
PortProbe application has a number of preconfigured dialogs. These dialogs can be used to
configure the application, run a probe and/or monitor the status of a port. The dialogs are
listed below with
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System Requirements:

* Dual-Link DVI interface for the ZOG 6.0 * USB Keyboard and mouse * Windows XP / Vista
/ 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 (64-bit OS) 1. Download the 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) version of SOBRAN
2. Double-click on the downloaded installer. 3. Press Next in the installer. 4. Complete the
installation, accepting all the terms and conditions. 5. Double-click on S
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